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IMPORTANT NOTICE
The purpose of this white paper is to present Auoranex cloud and AUO
(AUORANEX Token) to potential token holders in connection with the
proposed ICO. The information set forth below may not be exhaustive
and does not imply any elements of a contractual relationship. Its sole
purpose is to provide relevant and reasonable information to potential
token holders in order for them to determine whether to undertake a
thorough analysis of the company with the intent of acquiring AUO.
Nothing in this white paper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus
of any sort or a solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way
pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in
any jurisdiction.
This document and information contained herein may not be sent and
or addressed wholly or in part, directly or indirectly, to any person in
the United States, New Zealand or the People’s Republic of China, or
any other jurisdiction in which it would be impermissible or restricted
to offer, distribute, purchase, sell or retain cryptography tokens
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INTRODUCING AUORANEX CLOUD
Auoranex is the decentralized of cloud storage platforms. Auoranex The
Cloud Storage will provide many features for user to backup and restore,
such as user friendly, free cloud storage, auto sync, extended storage
with cryptocurrency, full-time customer services, external integration,
mobile apps, and etc.

FEATURES
User friendly
As a Cloud storage, we offer a simple and modern web site display,
making users very easy to access and explore your files with Browser or
app.
Free cloud Storage
Auoranex is a free cloud storage based, you will get 5GB free when you
register with Auoranex. You can also add your storage when you hold
AUO tokens.
Auto Sync
When the Android or IOS mobile application has been launched, you
can set auto sync in the application, so that your files on the
smartphone can be saved automatically in our cloud.
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Full-time Customer Services
As one of our main features, which is to serve your complaints,
suggestions, criticisms when you contact our customer service that is
full 24 hours serving you.
External Integration
Our system supports integration with other storage, so you can add
your storage either on Auroanex or in other cloud storage.
Extended Storage with Cryptocurrency
Increase your storage capacity by using payments through AUO tokens
or other cryptocurrency.
Mobile Apps
Auoranex App is a mobile application that provides convenience and
security in backing up and restoring your data in our cloud. and not only
that, our application is also integrated with ETH and ERC20 wallets, so
you can save and transfer via this application.
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MARKETING MODEL
Events
We have planning to make event, holder event on our platform, every
holder get free space storage and free advertising in web Auoranex.
Referral Program
In addition to large paid marketing drives, useful referral programs it
has been implemented, we will give a 25% reference bonus In the form
of storage capacity that will be directly added to your storage if your
referral extended storage in our Cloud Storage.
Advertising
Get free advertising on our website for 1 month for those of you who
hold AUO tokens worth $ 1000
AUO Token
The AUO Token being generated for the ICO will be tradable on any
exchange willing to list it, and certainly on existing decentralized
Ethereum token exchanges. Each holder of AUO Token is involved with
the success of the exchange, which will create a natural viral effect as
more people buy, sell, or hold.
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AUORANEX TOKEN
Auoranex is a fully audited Ethereum based ERC20 utility token that is
used for exchange fees on the Auoranex Exchange. As an ERC20 token,
Storedig Token can be traded on Exchange as well as any cryptocurrency
exchange supporting ERC20 based tokens.
Token Details
 Name

: AUORANEX

 Tickers

: AUO

 Decimals

:8

 Contract

: 0xb5b746a5c8eadcdc7ff9f793e06431fd2e739bfb

 Token Type

: ERC-20

 Supply

: 177,000,000 AUO
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Token Allocation

Funds Usage
1. Funds will used to development Auoranex platfrom and perform
upgrades to the system, which includes team recruiting and training.
2. Funds will used to marketing and branding Auoranex, including
promotions and Educations of Auoranex and blockchain innovation
industry.
3. Funds will be kept in reserve to cope with any emergency or
unexpected situations.
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ROADMAP

TOKEN SALE INFO
 Pre-ICO (Jan 20, 2019 - Jan 28, 2019)
1 ETH = 13,000 AUO (18,500,000 AUO)
 ICO Sale phase 1 ( Jan 29, 2019 - Feb 10, 2019)
1 ETH = 11,500 AUO (35,000,000 AUO)
 ICO Sale Phase 2 (Feb 11, 2019 - Feb 20, 2019)
1 ETH = 10,000 AUO (25,000,000 AUO)
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